CHARLES M. DENISAC, JR., was a resident of Downey, California. For many years he was manager of specifications for VTN Consolidated, Engineers, Architects and Planners of Irvine.

He made major contributions to the construction sciences through his work in conjunction with the American Society of Professional Estimators and the American Association of Cost Engineers in developing the Uniform Cost Estimating System.

He was also instrumental in the development of the Technical Aid Series for CSI members. He served as a member of the County of Los Angeles examining board for qualifying applicants for positions as construction specifiers on Los Angeles County Public Works projects.

Through his extensive lecturing, consulting, and writing of numerous technical documents, Denisac gained national acclaim for his work in construction specifications. This, coupled with his sharing knowledge of the technical aspects of specifying and helping explain today's techniques to large audiences of design professionals and students, made Denisac widely respected throughout CSI.

Charles passed away 20 July 2016.
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